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smoffett. lecture\whosepar?

Whose Parish?: The Future of Mission in Asia

It is a privilege and an honor to be with you. It is also

intimidating—one lone Presbyterian among all these Methodists. And it is

humbling as well. It’s a humbling experience for a Presbyterian to leave

Korea where Presbyterians are in an almost insufferable majority—like

Baptists in Texas— and come to America where you outnumber us 4 to 1. As

a member of the minority, since minorities are often driven to protest, I

thought for a while of speaking up for the outnumbered. I thought of a

subtle, slanted subtitle to this talk on "The Future of Mission in Asia". I

thought I’d call it, "Just Whose Parish is This World Anyway, John Wesley?".

Signed, John Calvin." But my better self prevailed. Wesley did not say, "The

world is MY parish". He said "The WORLD is my parish" which is a

different thing, a very importantly different thing, grandly inclusive, not

narrowly exclusive. It makes us partners, not rivals, and I like that. I’ve

worked happily and ecumenically with Methodists all my life. They can be

difficult sometimes, but they’re not any pricklier than we "Nae bishops in the

kirk" Presbyterians.

In fact, I grew up as a boy in what is now North Korea going to

church and Sunday School with Methodists every Sunday afternoon. Our

parents would be at various separate denominational Korean services on

Sunday mornings, but in the afternoon we worshipped together, missionaries

and children, Presbyterians and Methodists, all of us in a united English-

speaking congregation. The only difference between Presbyterians and

Methodists, I thought then, was that Presbyterians prayed longer and
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Methodists preached longer. Later, in China in the late 1940s and early 50s,

1 worked with Methodist colleagues in the same Church of Christ in China,

a nationally united Chinese church which was built on Presbyterian and

Methodist and Congregational foundations, and soon included a good many

others as well. Best of all I married a Methodist. So John Wesley was right:

the whole world is our parish-his parish, and my parish and your parish. We

can work together. And we will.

Present and past: a reality check . The future, I believe with

Judson, is "as bright as the promises of God". But I’m a historian, not a

prophet, and historians are better at looking back than ahead. Besides, the

past always affects the future, so let me begin with a reality check-a sobering

look at the present and the immediate past, even though it may sound a bit

negative. Just how are we doing now in our world mission?

The present is not all that bright. The world is our parish but we

in our major denominations are in danger of forgetting it. We are collapsing

in on ourselves. Almost every year for the last 40 years we in the mainline

American chcurches have been cutting back on the number of long-term

missionaries which we send out across the world. Despite an excellent record

in short-term missions, which are indispensable, especially for youth, over-all

we in what is no longer "mainline Protestantism" are shrinking. I have read

that 60% of the new churches started in America in the last ten years have

been started by our somewhat dissatisfied "evangelical" fringes. We shake

members like dandruff out of our churches and don’t realize we are going

bald. Meanwhile, the splintering sects—the independents, the parachurches,

the jumping, shouting Pentecostals—have, not so quietly, been taking the world

away from us. Fifty years ago we outdid them in sending long-term career
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foreign missionaries overseas 9 to 4; today they are beating us 40 to 3.
1

In important sectors of the third world, we are no longer the dominant

"living presence of missionary witness". I stress the words "living presence".

That phrase calls to mind a Methodist phrase, "a warm heart", as in Wesley’s

description of his Alderesgate experience. S. T. Kimbrough picks it up in his

gem of a book, Resistless Love .
2—an often non-verbal, compassionate love

which must be the inseparable companion of the verbal evangelistic

proclamation of the gospel, the Word of God. It is part of your great

Methodist revival heritage. But along with other mainliners—Presbyterians

,

Episcopalians, even Lutherans—we seem to be cooling off.

There was a time when Christians didn’t need to ask every five or

six years why they had missionaries, and what missionaries were supposed to

do. It was simple and dangerous and overwhelmingly urgent, as simple as the

command of Christ, as urgent as life and death, as compelling as Christian

love. For millions upon millions were dying without Christ, slipping into a

Christless eternity. No one had ever given them a chance. No one had ever

told them that they could live forever in Christ. Faced with this

straightforward challenge the church exploded into the modern missionary

movement—a race against time and the devil for the eternal salvation of the

human soul.

If you expect me to ridicule that kind of a missionary motive, I am

going to disappoint you. It is an evangelical theology of missions, a theology

1 Robert Coote, ed., "History of the OMSC" [Overseas Ministries
Study Center], (New Haven: OMSC. 2001), Ilf.

2 S. T. Kimbrough, Jr., Resistless Love: Christian Witness in
the New Millennium . (GBGM Books, 2 000) .
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of salvation . It was the theology of my pioneer parents in Korea, who were the

best missionaries I ever knew. If you think that kind of mission is much too

simple to make sense in a modern world, visit Korea some time. The simple

theology of Korean Christians in my denomination adds twice or three times

as many Presbyterians to the Korean churches every year, than my own

academically sophisticated American Presbyterians lose from our churches

every year. I think that is also true of Methodists in Korea. What’s wrong?

Some of my Korean friends tell me-a bit shocked as they come to America-

"The trouble with you American Presbyterians is that you pay more attention

to the Book of Order than you do to the Bible".

That old theology of the lostness of unbelief and of salvation only

in Jesus Christ still today sends out more missionaries around the globe, and

builds more new churches than any other theology of missions.

But you know as well as I that there came a day of the shaking of

the foundations. The old urgencies were denied, or at least ignored. No one

seemed sure of anything eternal any more. So the challenge changed. The

1928 Jerusalem Conference of the International Missionary Council said (if

you will excuse their gender language), "Our fathers were impressed with

horror that men should die without Christ; we are equally impressed with

horror that they should Uve without Christ."

It was a shift of balance, really, more than a denial of the

evangelical tradition. It was a withdrawal to what was considered firmer

theological ground. Millions upon millions are living in misery and in filth.

No one can deny that. No one has ever given them a chance. No one has ever

helped them to the life abundant that Jesus came to give them. This was a

challenge to a future m history-a future without hunger and without hate,
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without sickness and without tears, where all men are brothers, and all

women are sisters, where justice rolls down like the waters, and the nations

shall study war no more.

This is a second theology of missions , more modern, more

practical, more "works" centered than "grace" centered. It is a theology of

the kingdom . In its most popular form it is a theology of liberation. It has

its weaknesses. Sometimes it seems to want the Kingdom without the King.

But I do not intend to ridicule this view either. It has never seemed ridiculous

to me to feed the hungry and to heal the sick and to work for peace and

justice.

But again, you know as well as I how the paralysis of doubt struck

once more. The foundations shook, and the roof fell in. Wars, holocausts,

depressions, brutalities, corruptions, AIDS, drugs, failed revolutions-all this

in a disheartening crescendo of defeat. Worst of all this was happening in our

Christian west, in what many had believed was the Kingdom, western

civilization. The Kingdom somehow refused to stay built, and the builders

began to lose hope. Our great 20th century saw the most precipitous decline

of the Christian faith in the so-called "Christianized" west since the Muslim

conquest of the 7th and 8th centuries.

Most of the loss was right here in our own western mainline

churches. It is the independents, the "faith missions", the pentecostals and

charismatics who are where the action is, out there in what we call the third

world" which is actually two-thirds of the world. We are only one third.

The future: challenge and hope . But wait a minute. Here I am

splitting up the church into parishes again. Then it was: this part is John

Wesley’s and that is John Calvin’s. Now it’s: this is mainline, that is
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independent, or this is liberal, that is evangelical. Missions should not split

us up; the world Christian mission should unite us. There is a challenge too

great to miss in our new millennium in mission. And there is hope—hope for

our beloved mainline denominations, and hope for the world.

Let me put that challenge in terms of Asia, not the whole world,

for the world is too big. Even Asia is a stretch. Once at a seminary out in

California I was asked to talk about the History of Christianity in Asia. "How

long do I have?", I asked. "About 20 minutes". I’ve never talked so fast in

my life—2000 years in 20 minutes.

I am not ready to give up on the mainline churches. And I am not

ready to give up on Asia. God never fails. Is Asia the least Christian of all

the continents as the statistics suggest? Then that only means we still have a

lot of work to do. Are the west’s mainline churches dying? Not if we can

help it, and with God’s help we will. We may be in a 40-year slump, but

what is 40 years to our God to whom a thousand years is but as a day. If the

long line of new Methodist missionaries I saw here last night is any sign, you

Methodists are already up and singing and ready to march. There’s a whole

new millennium ahead, and I think it may well begin with Asia becoming the

radiating center of a new advance in world mission.

Asia is a challenge, not a failure. It is the greatest missionary

challenge in the world today. Some say no. They say that the greatest

challenge is right here in the United States, and they may be right. America

is the only superpower left, and what happens to the American churches in the

next generation will radically affect the what happens to the whole world.

Others say that the greatest missionary challenge today is the rise of militant

Islam. And they may be right. Muslim countries are the most difficult to
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penetrate with the Christian gospel, but what may be even more dangerous,

they are successfully spreading around the world with alarming speed, notably

down into Africa and across Central Asia, but also into what up to now has

been "our" territory, as it were, into Europe and North America. There are

more Muslims in the U.S.A. today than Episcopalians.

But I still argue that Asia is the greatest challenge-the greatest

political chaUenge, the greatest social challenge, the greatest economic

challenge, and the greatest missionary challenge in the world today.

Asia covers one-third of the land surface of the whole earth. It

holds more than half of all the people in the world. All the other continents

shrink in comparison. Asia has about 60% of the world population. Do you

know how that compares with our little continent, North America? North

America has less than 6% of the world’s people. 6% to 60% Asia holds ten

times the number of people in the USA and Canada. Here is another

comparison. India is only one of Asia’s countries, and not even the largest

which of course is China. But until recently India, its second largest country

had more people in it than the entire population of the two whole continents

of Africa and Latin America combined.

But the one statistic that should wake us up is this: Asia is also the

least Christian continent in the world. At least in numbers. Statistics don’t

measure the heart, but statistically, the reported facts for the year 2000 are

unnerving: Latin America 93% Christian, North America 84% (Now I know

something’s wrong. I’m sure that’s not the way God this continent), Europe

76% (perhaps!), Africa 46%-and Asia only 7 or 8% But a word of caution

here. That list includes anyone as a Christian who says he or she is; it

measures what we call "adherents, or total community", not "communicant
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membership". But as a missionary challenge it makes Asia by far the

greatest piece of unfinished business in the world. Jesus was born in Asia.

He died in Asia for Asia. Yet still after 2000 years only 7 or 8 out of every

hundred Asians believe in him .

The good news, though, is that now, in our generation, Asia may

be our best missionary opportunity in centuries. In the last 50 years, this

huge, almost incomprehensible continent, Asia, has been going through three

wrenching and bewildering revolutions. Gunnar Myrdal, the Swedish

sociologist, in his 3-volume work Asian Drama , analyzes it something like this.

The 1950s were the years of the first revolution: the revolution of rising

expectations . The west was affluent, the east poor. How could Asia to meet

the challenge? The answer was, "Asia must modernize". But which way-

capitalist, socialist or communist? Huge sections of Asia rejected the most

typically western of those answers, capitalism— though we need to be

reminded that all three patterns were not Asian but western . All that Asia

needed to catch up, it was told, was to do away with laissez-faire capitalism,

and exploiting colonialism, and let modern, rational planning bring freedom

and prosperity, preferably under the leadership of a Marxian elite (which very

few Asians realized was not Marxist but Leninist). At any rate it didn’t work.

So the 1960s brought in a second revolution: the revolution of

falling expectations . Planning, centralized social planning, did not produce

what was expected. Some said, in Myrdal’s words, "Asia was more planned

against, than planned for. And communism conspicuously began to fail.

That failure produced a third revolution. The disillusioning

collapse of dearly held hopes for a brave new communist world has begun to

pass, and it appears that Asia may be entering another period, not so
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optimistic as the first revolution, and not so discouraging as the failure of the

second revolution. Asia may be on the verge of a revolution of hopeful

reassessment It is pausing to look back at the failures—the fall of Maotze-

Tung’s red-guard cultural revolution in China, the yet more spectacular fall

and dismemberment of the Communist Russia after Stalin. And it is trying

again.

This third revolution, which is in process before our very eyes, is

more pragmatic, less ideological. Asia is still undecided. It is envious of the

"first world", the non-communist west, but its envy is mixed with large doses

of criticism, and it is not at all sure yet which road it should follow into the

future.

And that is why I believe that this will be a critical century for

Christian mission. What it means for the history of Asia in our time is a

second chance for the Christian churches of the great continent. Historians

are partly right in their criticism that 19th century missions in Asia seemed

to have failed because of Christianity’s crippling link to colonialism. But now,

historians are taking another look at two forces in history to which many of

them had seemed strangely blind.

One is the power of religion. Either through ignorance or secular

arrogance secular historians persistently underestimated the power of religion.

How could they miss it? It has changed the course of history over and over

again. From the conversion of Rome in the 4th century, to the Muslim

Conquest in the 7th, to the reentry of the west into Asia in the 16th, a

catalyzing factor in political and social change has been religion. That is

acknowledged almost everywhere now, a power recognized and feared by

some, welcomed by others.
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And second, to be more specific, secular historians consistently

understated the positive role of Christianity in the third world-in Asia, Africa

and Latin America. I began this lecture by over-emphasizing the negatives in

out mainline churches. But we must have been doing something right. Look

again at what our missions accomplished in Asia, and what our new partners,

the churches of Asia are doing in mission with us.

In Asia, Marxist historians caricatured religion as "the opiate of

the people", and missionaries as "running dogs of the imperialists". I know

about that all too well. In China in 1951, after two years under the

communists, I was detained, interrogated, and given a people’s trial. The

small communist major who conducted the trial was merciless in his tirade

against me. I knew I would be found guilty. But what would be my

sentence? He ended by asking the people, "Guilty or not guilty". And they

shouted guilty. And he said, I sentence this running dog of the American

imperialists, this enemy of the Chinese people to immediate deportation. And

I almost shouted "Hallelujah". It was the best penalty I could have gotten.

As for the communists, they didn’t know what they were doing

when they took on the abolition of religion. They told the people that once

they got rid of us missionaries, the church would wither away. At one time

in the 20s and 30s we had 8000 Protestant missionaries in China. They got rid

of us all right. But never underestimate the power of the Christian faith.

Today it is the communists whose power is withering, and the church in China

is one of the fastest growing in the world. When I was thrown out, there were

about 3 or 4 million Christians in China. Today they say that there are least

30 million, and perhaps as high as 60 million. It’s an explosion.

The old Methodist church in Peking (now of course a Three-Self
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Movement Church) is I think the biggest in the city. Three years ago I

worshipped there. There were more than a thousand people crowded into the

sanctuary, and half as many more listening to the loudspeaker broadcast

outside. The preacher was nearing 80 years old. His sermon was pure,

unembarrassed evangelism. He told his people, "The next three days will be

a national holiday. Let’s celebrate it. There are only about 50,000 of us

Christians in the city, and we should be out there for the next three days

telling the 10 million people of Peking about the joy of the Lord in Jesus

Christ." We were listening to the sermon through earphones, translated into

English for visiting tourists. After the service the translator came up to us

and asked if he had made many mistakes. He said he had never been to

America. "How did you become a Christian? we asked." "Oh, he said, "I

was converted in Moscow". "Moscow?", I said. "Yes", he said. "I was doing

graduate study there as an engineering student and came across some

Christians who befriended me, and told me about Jesus".

Or take Vietnam. A few years ago we Americans were fighting

a nasty war there. It was a brutal war on both sides. They hated us. We

thought we were bringing them freedom, and we lost. I’ve been afraid that

they might still be hating us, and undoubtedly there are many there who do.

But relations are much improved, and anyway, western Americans are not the

only Protestant missionaries to Vietnam any more.

Scott Sunquist, now teaching missions at Pittsburgh Seminary,

after three or four years Trinity Theological Seminary in Singapore wrote an

important article recently on "Asian Missions to Asia". He noted that the

Methodists in Singapore have had a remarkable surge of enthusiasm for

mission in the last thirty years. One of his students there, a Methodist named
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Cheng Huat
, signed up for a new class Sunquist was starting at Trinity, but

he failed to show up for the first lecture, which was highly unusual. When he

came to the second lecture he apologized profusely, and Scott asked "Is

missing class going to be a problem for you?". "No", said Huat, "this will be

the only time" and he explained. He said he had been in Vietnam for the last

two weeks setting up a new factory for his business, a factory that will employ

a hundred or so Vietnamese assembling electronic instruments. And he was

unexpectedly delayed. Why? "Because I was setting up the factory Bible

study program". A Bible study program in an electronic instrument factory

in communist Vietnam? Cheng Huat explained, "I really did not have to start

a factory there (apparently he already had a good business in Singapore), but

I thought it would be a good Christian thing to do. I would have an

opportunity to help the Vietnamese by providing jobs and teaching people

about Jesus. So here was a Singaporean business man, taking seminary

classes, and starting a factory in Vietnam where six morning a week 100 or

more factory workers show up at 7:00 a.m. to begin work at 8:00 a.m. The

Bible study is part of their job, so they get paid for the extra hour—an hour

in which besides studying the Bible they can talk together about their personal

concerns and needs and pray about them.

Don’t be too quick to judge the connection of mission, here, with

capitalism. In 1991 the Methodist Church of Singapore started its own

missionary society to southeast Asia. It has a focus on four countries in the

region, three of which are considered "closed to Christian missions"-Thailand

(which is open), and Vietnam, Cambodia and China, which were then and

perhaps still are technically closed but are opening fast. The only way to open

up our links with the "closed" countries is not to be confrontational and
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criticize their governments. We must be helpers, not judges. The best way

is to be friends, and where the governments allow it, to bring in the kind of

things the governments think the country needs most, like jobs and electronic

expertise.
3 That is precisely what Cheng Huat was doing, and when he found

that it was not forbidden, as a missionary at heart, he added a Bible class.

Or take Korea. I could talk about Korea forever, but I won’t.

If you are still in a pessimistic mood about the future of the Christian world

mission, visit Korea. A few years ago a friend of ours visited us in South

Korea. He came back to America almost in shock. He wrote, "Methodism

was born in England with John Wesley, but the largest Methodist church in

the world is not in England, but in Seoul, Korea. Presbyterianism was born

in Switzerland with John Calvin, but the largest Methodist church in the

world is not in Switzerland. It’s in Seoul, Korea. And Pentecostalism [as a

modern movement] was born in Southern California [where else?], but the

largest Pentecostal congregation in the world is in Seoul, Korea." That was

fifteen years ago. Today the two largest Methodist congregations are in Seoul,

and the four largest Presbyterian churches are in Korea. And Korea’s

Protestants have about 5000 missionaries around the world.

So just whose parish is the world, anyway? It’s not Presbyterian

or Methodist. Its both. It’s yours and mine—and it belongs to anyone else

who is willing to join us.

As we just observed in stories from China, Vietnam and Korea,

world mission is not western anymore. About twenty years ago, some time in

3Scott W. Sunquist, "Asian Mission to Asians in the 21st
Century", in Christian Mission in the Third World , ed. by Charles
E. Cole, (Abingdon Press), 2001.
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the year 1982, a momentous demographical transformation in the 2000 year-

old history of the Christian Church was discovered. In that year for the first

time in about 1200 years (since about the year 850), the dominant color of the

Christian church was no longer white.
4

In fact white is the fastest declining

color in the Christian church today worldwide. David Barrett, in his 100-

page booklet, Cosmos, Chaos and Chronology , gives a wide, sweeping survey

of church history’s high-lights. Here is a sample:

"100 AD. World is 0.6% Christian (70% of them non-white)
1000 AD. World is 18.7% Christian (49% of them non-white)
1500 AD. World is 19% Christian (91.6% of them white)
1800 AD. World is 23.1% Christian (86.5% of them white)
1900 AD. World is 34.4% Christian (81.9% of them white)5

2000 AD. World is 33% Christian (52.5% of them non-white)6

The majority of Christians globally are now black, brown, yellow, not white.

Think for a moment what that means for the world Christian

mission in our time. First, it means that the old power base of Christian

missions, spiritually and materially, is eroding. From the time of the

Reformation down to our own generation Christianity was exactly what the

third-world sometimes still calls it, "a white man’s religion". But it is the

white man’s religion no longer. The two words, "white" and "man" don’t

cover it any more.

Second, this means that the base for missions will shift from the

4 David Barrett, World Christian Encyclopedia (1982 ed. ) , 24ff .

David Barrett, Cosmos, Chaos and Gospel . (Birmingham Ala •

New Hope, 1987) .

6 The figure for percentage of Christians in the world in 2000
is from Barrett's annual statistics in International Bulletin of
Missionary Research

, (Jan. 2001), 25; but the non-white percentagefigure is for 1985 in Cosmos. Chaos and Gosnel . 69.
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"decliners" to the "growers" and "senders"—that is, to the third world.

And third, it means that in any planning that concerns the future of the

church and its mission, it is absolutely imperative to take the third world not

only into consideration, but into active missionary partnership. What form

the partnership will take is still not clear. Perhaps it will take on the

interdenominational, international, task-force like shape of the United Mission

to Nepal, which binds together missionaries from high-church Anglicans to

Swedish Pentecostals and Korean Methodists or Presbyterians into one highly

successful mission. Perhaps it will look more like a Protestant equivalent of

Roman Catholic missionary orders, working with but not subordinate to

diocesan bishops. It cannot simply be interchurch aid or international

relations. It will be a working partnership, and we had better get better

acquainted with its members.

One of my classes failed miserably when I asked, "What are the

five largest Protestant denominational bodies in the third world. I won’t put

you to the test. Here they are—up to twenty. But remember some of our most

exciting partners are not in these largest churches—but in smaller ones, out on

the frontier. You should be very proud of your Methodist pioneering in

Cambodia, Vietnam, and Mongolia. Our mainline churches may have been

in a slump for forty years, but we are coming out of it, and we’re not dead

yet! God never fails.
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The Twenty Largest Protestant Churches in ASIA7

1. China House Church Movement (Independent 5.0 m.8

2. 3-Self Church, China 15.0

3. Church of South India 5.0

4. Reformed Churches of Indonesia 2.7

5. Batak Church [Lutheran], Indonesia 2.5

6. Pentecostal Church of Christ, Indonesia 2.5

7. Philippine Independent Church (Aglipay) 2.4

8. Presbyterian Church, Korea (Indep., Hapdong) 2.1

9. Presbyterian church, Korea (Ecumenic.,Tonghap) 2.05

10. Jesus Assembly of God, Korea (Pentecostal) 2.0

11. Independent Catholic Church, Philippines 2.0

12. Burma Baptist Convention, Myanmar 1.7

13. Manalist Church of Christ, Philippines 1.7

14. Baptist Churches of NE India 1-6

15. Evangelical Lutheran Churches, India 1.5

16. New Apostolic Church, India 1.4

17. Methodist Church, Korea 1-3

18. United Church of North India 1.3

19. Telegu Baptist Churches, India 1.1

20. Methodist Church, India 1.1

But when all is said and done, we must remember that the greatest

ground of hope for the future of the Christian mission in Asia and around the

world is not a partnership of churches, and not the number of Christians.

Our hope is never in ourselves but in God—God the Sender, who "so loved the

world that He sent.."; and God the Sent, Jesus, the "Saviour of the World";

and God the Holy Spirit, who is "with us to the end of the world.."

And this world, the whole world, is still our parish.

- Samuel Hugh Moffett

7 Adapted from D. Barrett, World Christian Encyclopedia, 2000

8 Number adjusted to lower scale of suggested estimates.
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The Fifteen Largest Protestant Churches in the THIRD WORl.n
1. China House Church Movement Independent 35 m.
2. Assemblies of God, Brazil (Pentecostal) 22
3. Anglican Church, Nigeria 17
4. 3-Self Church, China 15
5. Church of Christ, Congo/Zaire (Federation) 9.2
6. Kimbanguist Church, Congo/Zaire (Ind.) 7.5
7. Anglican Church, Uganda (CMS) 7.4
8. Zion Christian Church, S. Africa (Pentec.) 7
9. Kale Hewet (Word of Life) Church, Ethiopia 4.6
10. Universal Reign of Life Ch., Brazil (Pent.) 4
11. Congregation of Christ, Brazil (Pentecostal) 3
12. Church of South India, Anglican 3
13. Reformed Church Fed., S. Africa 2.8
14. God is Love Church, Brazil (Pentecostal) 2.7
15. Reformed Church, Indonesia 2.7

Geographically, 7 are in Africa, and four each in Asia and Latin America;
and of the first 5, 2 are in Asia, 2 in Africa, 1 in Latin America.

Adapted from D. Barrett, World Christian Encyclopedia 2000 .
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Just Whose Parish is the World?

better self won out. I have to admit that Wesley didn’t say, "The world is MY ^ ^
parish". He said "The WORLD is my parish" which is a different thing, a -

Vv^ djL V' U^*-l

very importantly different thing, grandly igehisive, not narrowly exclusive. ^
It makes us partners, not rivals, and I like that. Methodists can be difficult

kpjLts
sometimes, but they can’t be any prickher than we "Nae bishops in the kirk" l

Presbyterians. And as a boy growing up in Korea I didn’t know they were

different.

Sunday School with Methodists every Sunday afternoon. Our parents would

be at various separate denominational Korean services on Sunday mornings,

but in the afternoon we worshipped together, missionaries and children,

Presbyterians and Methodists, all of us in a united English-speaking

congregation. The only difference between Presbyterians and Methodists, I

thought then, was that Presbyterians prayed longer and Methodists preached

longer. Later, in China in the late 1940s and early 50s, I worked with

Methodist colleagues in the same church, the Church of Christ in China, a

nationally united Chinese church which was built on Presbyterian and

Methodist and Congregational foundation, but soon included a good many

others. And best of all I married a Methodist. So John Wesley was right: the

I grew up in what is now North Korea going to church and
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whole world k our parish—his parish, and my parish and your parish. We

can work together. J&MutJ.V^
(sftw vU/*\r-

i ^

—
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The whole world is our parish, but we in ^ericaxn^Slne v
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churches seem to be forgetting it. We ar^collapsing in on ourselves. We talk ^^ feT

A ' <tUW.
a global mission better than we do it. Almost every year for the last 40 years

we have been cutting back on the number of long-term missionaries which we

send out across the world. We do better with short-term missions, and I do

not forget that that is extremely important, especially for our youth. But

over-all we in what is no longer "mainline Protestantism" are shrinking. 60%

of the new churches started in America in the last ten years have been started

by our somewhat dissatisfied "evangelical" fringes. We’d be lost without

them. We shake members like dandruff out of our churches and don’t realize

we are going bald. Meanwhile, the splintering sects—the independents, the

parachurches, the jumping, shouting Pentecostals—have, not so quietly been

taking the world mission away from us. Fifty years ago we outsent them in

sending foreign missionaries overseas 9 to 4; today they are beating us 40 to

3.
1 x-

” ^

t K

We are no longer the^"growing, living presence of missionary witness**

in much of the third world. I stress the words "living presence*'. That’s a

Methodist phrase, a living, breathing presence, a"heart strangely warmed",
si* *

as in Wesley’s description of his Alderesgate experience. S. T. Kimbrough

picks it up in his gem of a book, Resistless Love .
2—love in action, but often

non-verbal, which nevertheless when possible must made understandable by

1 OMSC publication pamphlet, Robert Coote ed. , 2001,

2 S. T. Kimbrough, Jr., Resistless Love: Christian Witness in
the New Millennium . (GBGM Books, 2000)

.
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evangelistic proclamation of the gospel, the Word of God. It is part of your
{U YhJC / ; >We-'Wy«| ^^ .v! It* V*Uvn/ * Ww& 2ly

great Methodist revival heritage, and of ours, particularly in Korea. But are cU'tt

our once-warmed hearts now strangely cooling off?. — ef-
WUA< Uwpt-viV l A j WwiX
I sometimes put it this way. *

7^ *TT

There was a time when Christians didn’t need to ask everyIfeve or

six years why they had missionaries, and what missionaries were supposed to

do. It was simple and dangerous and overwhelmingly urgent, as simple as the

command of Christ, as urgent as life and death, as compelling as Christian

love. For millions upon millions were dying without Christ, slipping into a

Christless eternity. No one had ever given them a chance. No one had ever

told them that they could live forever in Christ. Faced with this

straightforward challenge the church exploded into the modern missionary

movement—a race against time and the devil for the eternal salvation of the

human soul.

If you expect me to ridicule that kind of a missionary motive, I am

going to disappoint you. It is an evangelical theology of missions, a theology

of salvation . It was the theology of my pioneer parents in Korea, who were the

best missionaries I ever knew. If you think that kind of mission is too simple
_ . ^5. ill' Cc\

to make sense m a modern world, visit Korea some time. The simple theology

of Korean Christians in my denomination adds twice or three times as many

Presbyterians to the Korean churches every year, than my own academically

sophisticated American Presbyterians lose from our churches every year. It’s

true also of Methodists in Korea, I think. What’s wrong with us? Some of

my Korean friends tell me that they’ve been a bit shocked as they came to

America, "The trouble with you American Presbyterians", they said, "is that

you pay more attention to the Book of Order than you do to the Bible".
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That old theology of the lostness of unbelief and of salvation only

in Jesus Christ still today sends out more missionaries around the globe, and

builds more new churches than any other theology of missions.

But you know as well as I that there came a day of the shaking of

the foundations. The old urgencies were denied, or at least ignored. No one

seemed sure of anything eternal any more. So the challenge changed. The

1928 Jerusalem Conference of the International Missionary Council said (if

you will excuse their gender-bent language), "Our fathers were impressed with

horror that men should die without Christ; we are equally impressed with

horror that they should Bve without Christ."

It was a shift of balance, reaUy, more than a denial of the

evangeUcal tradition. It was a withdrawal to what was considered firmer

theological ground. Millions upon millions are living in misery and in filth.

No one can deny that. No one has ever given them a chance. No one has ever

helped them to the life abundant that Jesus came to give them. This was a

challenge to a future m history—a future without hunger and without hate,

without sickness and without tears, where all men are brothers, and all

women are sisters, where justice rolls down like the waters, and the nations

shall study war no more.

This is a second theology of missions, more modern, more

practical, more "works" centered than "grace" centered. It is a theology of

the kingdom . In its most popular form it is a theology of Bberation. It has

its weaknesses. Sometimes it seems to want the kingdom without the King. It

takes the devil out of evil, and the parts we’re not pesonally comfortable with

out of the Bible. But I don’t want to ridicule it, either. It has never seemed
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ridiculous to me to feed the hungry and to heal the sick and to work for peace

and justice.

But again, you know as well as I how the paralysis of doubt struck

once more. The foundations shook, and the roof fell in. Wars, holocausts,

depressions, brutalitites, corruptions, AIDS, drugs, faded revolutions-ad this

in a disheartening crescendo of defeat. Worst of ad this was happening in our

Christian west, in what many had believed was the Kingdom, western

civilization. The Kingdom somehow refused to stay budt, and the budders

began to lose hope. Our great 20th century which some caded with

considerable justification "the great century of missions", saw the most

precipitous decline of the Christian faith in the so-caded "Christianized" west

since the Muslim conquest of the 7th and 8th centuries.

Most of the loss was in our own mainline churches. It is the

splintering sects, the independents, the "faith missions , the jumping, noisy

pentecostals and charismatics who are where the action is in mission, and the

action has moved to the third world, as I will describe later in this lecture.

Fifty years ago the mainline churches were outsending the independents 9

foreign missionaries to 4. Today they are beating us 40 to 3.
3

But wait a minute. Here I am splitting up the church into

parishes again. Then it was: this part is John Wesley’s and that is John

Calvin’s. Now it’s: this is mainline, that is independent; or this is liberal,

that is evangelical. Missions should not split us up; the world Christian

3 "History of the O.M.S.C.", [Overseas Ministries Study

Center], (New Haven: OMSC, 2001), 11-12.
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mission should unite us. The challenge is too great for any single part of

God’s church to say'enough, we’ve done our share, give it to those wonderful
M /

new churches over there which our missionaries come home and tell us about. ^

Let me put that challenge in terms of Asia, not the whole world.

The world is too big. Even Asia is a stretch. At a seminary out in California

once, I was asked to talk about the History of Christianity in Asia. "How long

do I have?", I asked. "About 20 minutes". I’ve never talked so fast in my

life—2000 years in 20 minutes.

Asia is the greatest missionary challenge in the world today. Some

say no. They say that the greatest challenge is right here in the United States,

and they may be right. America is the only superpower left, and what

happens to the American churches in the next generation will radically affect

what happens to the whole world. Others say that the greatest missionary

challenge today is the rise of militant Islam. And they may be right. Muslim

countries are the most difficult to penetrate with the Christian gospel, but

what may be even more dangerous, they are successfully spreading around the

world with alarming speed, notably down into Africa and across Central Asia,

but also into what up to now has been "our" territory, as it were, into Europe

and North America. There are more Muslims in the U.S.A. today than

Episcopalians.

But I still argue that Asia is the greatest challenge—the greatest

political challenge, the greatest social challenge, the greatest economic

challenge, and the greatest missionary challenge in the world today.

Asia covers one-third of the land surface of the whole earth. It

holds more than half of all the people in the world. All the other continents

shrink in comparison. Asia has about 60% of the world population. Do you
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know hnow that compares with our continent. North America? North

America has less than 6% of the world’s people. 60 to 6! We hardly show on

a population map.

Here is another comparison. India is only one of Asia’s countries,

and not even the largest which of course is China. But until recently India,

its second largest country had more people in it than the entire population of

the two whole continents of Africa and Latin America combined.

We can sleep through those statistics if we want to-too many

numbers do tend to put me to sleep-but the one statistic that should wake a

Christian up is this: Asia is biggest in a lot of things, but it is the least

Christian continent in the world. Statistics don’t measure the heart, and they

are not infallible, but statistically, the reported facts for the year 2000 are

unnerving.:

Latin America is 93% Christian.

North America 84% (I’m not sure God sees us that way)

Europe 76% (Ditto)

Africa 46%
But Asia is only 8% Christian.

4

But a word of caution here. That list includes anyone as a Christian who says

he or she is; it measures what we call "adherents, or total community", not

"communicant membership". But as a missionary challenge it makes Asia by

far the greatest piece of unfinished business in the world. Jesus was bom in

Asia. He died in Asia for Asia. Yet still after 2000 years only 8 out of every

hundred Asians believe in him.

4 Adapted from David Barrett,
Missionary Research , (Jan. 2001), 25.

International Bulletin of
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The good news, though, is that now, in our generation, we have

what may be our best opportunity in Asia in centuries. In the last 50 years,

this huge, almost incomprehensible continent, Asia, has been going through

three wrenching and bewildering revolutions. Gunnar Myrdal, the Swedish

sociologist, in his 3-volume work Asian Drama , analyzes it something like this.

The 1950s were the years of the first revolution: the revolution of rising

expectations . The west was affluent, the east poor. How could Asia meet the

challenge? The answer was, "Asia must modernize* 1

. But which way-

capitalist, socialist or communist? Huge sections of Asia rejected the most

typically western of those answers, capitalism— though we need to be

reminded that all three patterns were not Asian but western . All that Asia

needed to catch up, it was told, was to do away with laissez-faire capitalism,

and exploiting colonialism, and let modern, rational planning bring freedom

and prosperity, preferably under the leadership of a Marxist elite (which very

few Asians realized was not Marxist but Leninist). At any rate it didn’t work.

So the 1960s brought in a second revolution: the revolution of

falling expectations . Planning-centralized social planning—did not produce

what was expected. Some said, in Myrdal’s words, "Asia was more planned

against, than planned for". And communism conspicuously began to fail.

That failure produced a third revolution. The disillusioning

collapse of dearly held hopes for a brave new communist world has begun to

pass, and it appears that Asia may be entering another period, not so

optimistic as the first revolution, and not so discouraging as the failure of the

second revolution. Asia may be on the verge of a revolution of hopeful

reassessment It is pausing to look back at the failures—the fall of Mao Tze-

Tung’s red-guard cultural revolution in China, and the yet more spectacular
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fall and dismemberment of Communist Russia after Stalin.

This third revolution, which is in process before our very eyes, is more

pragmatic, less ideological. Asia is still undecided. It is envious of the "first

world", the non-communist west, but its envy is mixed with large doses of

criticism, and it is not at all sure yet which road it should follow into the

future.

And that is why I believe that this will be a critical century for

Christian mission. What it means for the history of Asia in our time is that

this gives the church a second chance. Historians have been partly right in

their criticism that 19th century missions in Asia seemed to have faded

because of Christianity’s crippling link to colonialism. But now, historians are

taking another look at two forces in history to which many of them had

seemed strangely blind.

One blind spot was their treatment of religion. Either through

ignorance or secular arrogance secular historians persistently underestimated

the power of religion. I don’t see how they could miss it? It has changed the

course of history over and over again. From the conversion of Rome in the

4th century, to the Muslim Conquest in the 7th, to the reentry of the west into

Asia in the 16th, religion has been a powerful catalyzing factor in political

and social change for centuries. Today I am relieved to find that it has been

rediscovered and recognized—recognized and feared by some, recognized and

welcomed by others.

And second, to be more specific, secular historians consistently

understated the positive role of Christianity in the third world—in Asia, Africa

and Latin America. In academic circles it was dismissed as outdated,
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superstitious and fundamentally obscurantist. In Asia, Marxist historians

caricatured religion as "the opiate of the people", and missionaries as "running

dogs of the imperialists". I know about that all too well. I was in China in

1951. After two years under the communists, I was detained, interrogated,

and given a people’s trial. The small communist major who conducted the

trial was merciless in his tirade against me. I knew I would be found guilty.

The burning question was, "What will be the sentence?" He ended, as usual,

by turning to the people and asking, "Guilty or not guilty". And, as usual

they all shouted guilty. There was a suspenseful pause, and then he said, I

sentence this enemy of the Chinese people to immediate deportation. And I

almost shouted "Halleluja". It was the best penalty I could have been given.

But the communists, they didn’t know what they were doing when

they took on their crusade for the abolition of religion. They told the people

that once they got rid of us foreign missionaries, the Chinese church would

wither away. At one time in the 20s and 30s we had 8000 Protestant

missionaries in China. They got rid of us all right. But never underestimate

the power of the Christian faith. Today it is the communists whose power is

withering, and the church in China is one of the fastest growing in the world.

When I was thrown out, there were about 3 or 4 million Christians in China.

Today they say that there are at least 30 million, and perhaps as high as 60

million. It’s an explosion.

The old Methodist church in Peking (now of course a Three-Self

Movement Church) is I think the biggest in the city. Three years ago I

worshipped there. There were more than a thousand people crowded into the

sanctuary, and half as many more listening to the loudspeaker-broadcast

outside. The preacher was about 80 years old. His sermon was pure,
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unembarrassed evangelism. He told his people, "The next three days will be

a national holiday. Let’s celebrate it. There are only about 50,000 of us

Christians in the city, and we should be out there for the next three days

telling the 10 million people of Peking about the joy of the Lord in Jesus

Christ." We were listening to the sermon through earphones, translated into

English for visiting tourists. After the service the translator came up to us

and asked if he had made many mistakes. He said he had never been to

America. "How did you become a Christian?" I asked." "Oh, he said, "I was

converted in Moscow". "Moscow?", I said. "Yes", he said. "I was doing

graduate study there as an engineering student and came across some

Christians who befriended me, and told me about Jesus".

Or take Vietnam. A few years ago we Americans were fighting

a nasty war there. It was a brutal war on both sides. They hated us. We

thought we were bringing them freedom, and we lost. I’ve been afraid that

they might still be hating us, and undoubtedly there are many there who do.

But relations are much improved, and anyway, western Americans are not the

only Protestant missionaries to Vietnam any more.

Scott Sunquist, now teaching missions at Pittsburgh Seminary,

after three or four years in Singapore teaching at Trinity Seminary gives an

example. He wrote an important article recently on "Asian Missions to Asia".

He noted that the Methodists in Singapore have had a remarkable surge of

enthusiasm for mission in the last thirty years. One of his students at the

seminary, a Methodist named Cheng lluat . signed up for a new class

Sunquist was starting at Trinity, but failed to show up for the first lecture,

which was highly unusual. When he came to the second lecture he apologized

profusely, and Scott asked "Is missing class going to be a problem for you?".
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"No", said Huat, "this will be the only time" and he explained. He said he

had been in Vietnam for the last two weeks setting up a new factory for his

business, a factory that will employ a hundred or so Vietnamese assembling

electronic instruments. And he was unexpectadly delayed. Why? "Because

I was setting up the factory Bible study program". A Bible study program in

an electronic instrument factory in communist Vietnam? Cheng Huat

explained, "I really did not have to start a factory there (apparently he

already had a good business in Singapore), but I thought it would be a good

Christian thing to do. I would have an opportunity to help the Vietnamese by

providing jobs and teaching people about Jesus." So here was a Singaporean

business man, taking seminary classes, and starting a factory in Vietnam

where six morning a week 100 or more factory workers show up at 7:00 a.m.

to begin work at 8:00 a.m. The Bible study is part of their job, so they get

paid for the extra hour-an hour in which besides studying the Bible they can

talk together about their personal concerns and needs and pray about them.

Don’t be too quick to judge the connection of mission, there, with

capitalism. In 1991 the Methodist Church of Singapore started its own

missionary society to southeast Asia. It has a focus on four countries in the

region, three of which are considered "closed to Christian missions"-Thailand

(which is open), and Vietnam, Cambodia and China, which were then and

perhaps still are technically closed but are opening fast. The only way to open

up our links with the "closed" countries is first to visit them as friends, and

where the governments allows it, to bring in the kind of things the
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governments think the country needs most, like jobs and electronic expertise.5

That is precisely what Cheng Huat was doing, and as a missionary at heart,

added a Bible class and found that it was not forbidden.

Or take Korea. I could talk about Korea forever, but I won’t.

A few years ago a friend of ours visited us in South Korea. He came back to

America almost in shock. He wrote, "Methodism was born in England with

John Wesley, but the largest Methodist church in the world is not in England,

but in Seoul, Korea. Presbyterianism was born in Switzerland with John

Calvin, but the largest Methodist church in the world is not in Switzerland.

It’s in Seoul, Korea. And Pentecostalism [as a modern movement] was born

in Southern California [where else?], but the largest Pentecostal congregation

in the world is in Seoul, Korea." That was fifteen years ago. Today the two

largest Methodist congregations are in Seoul, and the four largest Presbyterian

churches are in Korea.

And Korea’s Protestants now have 5000 Korean missionaries in

active service around the world, not counting the hundreds of Korean pastors

in the exploding number of Korean churches here in the United States.

[Within 70 miles of Princeton, 700 Korean-Ameican churches. I was in one

the day before yesterday—a two-tiered congregation, Anglo and Korean. Some

years ago it was all white; today the English-speaking morning service has 40

members, the Korean in the afternoon 400].

Scott W. Sunquist, "Asian Mission to Asians in the 21st
Century", in Christian Mission in the Third World , ed. by Charles
E. Cole, (Abingdon Press), 2001.
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So just whose parish is the world, anyway? It’s not Presbyterian

or Methodist. Its both. And what we are just beginning to recognize, it’s not

western any more. It belongs to anyone willing to join us, and south and east

around the world they have already joined us in the greatest revolution in

mission since the conversion of the Emperor of Rome, Constantine.

About twenty years ago, some time in the year 1982, a

momentous demographical transformation appeared in the shape of world

Christianity. In that year for the first time in about 1200 years (since about

the year 850), the dominant color of the Christian church was no longer

white.
6 In fact white is the fastest declining color in the Christian church

today worldwide. David Barrett, in his 100-page booklet, Cosmos. Chaos

and Chronology, surveys the highllights of church history from its beginninngs

in God’s creation. Here is a sample of its Christian history:

"100 AD. World is 0.6% Christian (70% of them non-white
(the first change-the church turns white)

1000 AD. World is 18.7% Christian (49% of them non-white)
1500 AD. World is 19% Christian (8.4% of them non-white)
1800 AD. World is 23.1% Christian (13.5% of them non-white)
1900 AD. World is 34.4% Christian (18.1% of them non-white)7

And then the transforming change—no longer white again)
2000 AD. World is 33% Christian (52.5% of them non-white)

8

Look around this room. We’re abnormal. The majority of Christians globally

are now black, brown and yellow, not white.

Lc<f k.-jlff a} tl-iCT lime 4 VyuJyi - 5- A*//' ****

- I <nk A 'fcc~ jpA wvc .

6 David Barrett, World Christian Encyclopedia (1982 ed.), 24ff.

David Barrett, Cosmos , Chaos and GosDel . (Ri rmi nnhpm
New Hope, 1987) .

The figure for percentage of Christians in the world in 2000
is from Barrett's annual statistics in International Bulletin ofMissionry Research

, (Jan. 2001), 25; but the non-white percentage
figure is for 1985 in Cosmos, Chaos and Gospel . 69.
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Think for a moment what that means for the world Christian

mission in our time:

First, it means that the old power base of Christian missions, spiritually

and materially, is eroding. For 1200 years Christianity was exactly what the

third-world sometimes still calls it, "a white man’s religion". But it is the

white man’s religion no longer. It has really been two transformations.

"White" no longer describes it. Neither does "man". What was that bit of

doggerel I only half remember: "In the battlefield of missions; In this bivouac

of life, Stands the Christian missionary, Represented by his wife."

Second, this means that unless the west rediscovers its world mission,

the base for missions will shift from the "decliners" to the "growers"-from the

people who were once senders but have gotten tired, to the people who are fast

filling the vacuum we have left behind.

And third, it means that in any planning we in the west are doing about

the future of the church and its world mission, it is s absolutely imperative to

take the third world not only into consideration, but into active missionary

partnership. What form the partnership will take is still not clear. Perhaps

it will take on the interdenominational, international, task-force like shape of

the United Mission to Nepal, which binds missionaries from high-church

Anglicans to Swedish Pentecostals and Korean Methodists or Presbyterians

into one highly successful mission. Perhaps it will look more like a Protestant

equivalent of Roman Catholic missionary orders, working with but not

subordinate to diocesan bishops. It cannot simply be interchurch aid or

international relations. It will be a working partnersip, and we had better get

better acquainted with its members.

One of my classes failed miserably when I asked them, "What are
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the five largest Protestant denominational bodies in the third world. I won’t

put you to the test. Here they are—up to fifteen:

Of these fifteen largest, note that five are pentecostal, three are independent,
three are Anglican, 2 are Presbyterian/Reformed, two are united churches.
Using a different category 7 are "mainline", 8 are "evangelical".
Geographically, 7 are in Africa, and four each in Asia and Latin America; but
of the first 5, 2 are in Asia, 2 in Africa, 1 in Latin America.

But since my emphasis is on Asia, compare this list of the twenty

largest church in ASIA:

The Twenty Largest Protestant Churches in ASIA

1. China House Church Movement 35m 1 ^

2. 3-Self Church, China 15m
3. Church of South India 3m
4. Reformed Churches of Indonesia 2.7m
5. Batak Church [Lutheran], Indonesia 2.5m
6. Pentecostal Church of Christ, Indonesia 2.5m
7. Philippine Independent Church (Aglipay) 2.4m

The Fifteen Largest Churches in the Third WnrlH
1. China House Church Movement
2. Assemblies of God, Brazil (Pentecostal)

3. Anglican Church, Nigeria

4. 3-Self Church, China
5. Church of Christ, Congo/Zaire (Federation)

6. Kimbanguist Church, Congo/Zaire
7. Anglican Church, Uganda (CMS)
8. Zion Christian Church, S. Africa (Pentec.)

9. Kale Hewet (Word of Life) Church, Ethiopia
10. Universal Reign of Life Ch., Brazil (Pent.)

11. Congregation of Christ, Brazil (Pentecostal)

12. Church of South India, Anglican
13. Reformed Church Fed., S. Africa

14. God is Love Church, Brazil (Pentecostal)

15. Reformed Church, Indonesia

35m
22m
17m
15m
9.2m
7.5m
7.4m
7m

4m
3m
3m
2.8

2.7

2.7

4.6m

(rj

'

(jGn)
; <T /nw ^
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8. Presbyterian Church, Korea (Indep., Hapdong) 2.1m

9. Presbyterian church, Korea (Ecumenic.,Tonghap) 2.05m

10. Jesus Assembly of God, Korea (Pentecostal) 2m
11. Independent Catholic Church, Philippines 2m
12. Burma Baptist Convention, Myanmar 1.7m

13. Manalist Church of Christ, Philippines 1.7m

14. Baptist Churches of NE India 1.6m

15. Evangelical Lutheran Churches, India 1.5m

16. New Apostolic Church, India 1.4m

17. Methodist Church, Korea 1.3m

18. United Church of North India 1.3m

19. Telugu Baptist Churches, India 1.1m

20. Methodist Church, India 1.1m

But in conclusion, let me go back to where I began. Just as the

pursuit of happiness fails when it becomes the center of life; the planting of

churches and the growth of the church around the world will fail when the

church is the center of the mission. The greatest ground of hope for the

future of the Christian World Mission is not a partnership of churches, and

the number of Christians. The hope and center of all that we may do in

mission is God, the Beginning and the End, the Three-in-One—God the

Sender . ("God so loved the world that He sent..*
1

); and God the Sent. Jesus,

the "Saviour of the World 11

, (as nonJewish Samaritans declared); and God the

Holy Spirit , who is "with us to the end of the world, the end of the ages,

forever.
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A third to a half of all the world’s people go to bed hungry every
night. Feeding the hungry is a Christian mission.

Most of the world’s people are sick and in pain. Healing is a
Christian mission. Jesus said, "Preach the kingdom of God and. ..heal the
sick. (Luke 9:2).

Half of the world’s people cannot read or write. Literacy and
Bible translation is a Christian mission. "Teach them", said Jesus. Matthew
26:20).

More than half of the world’s people suffer from injustice and
oppression. The never-ending struggle for human rights is a Christian
mission. "The Lord..executes justice for the oppress; [He] sets the prisoner
free", says the Psalmist. (Psalm 146)

The whole world today, they tell us, teeters on the brink of
instant, total and unprecedented physical destruction. The making of peace
in a warring world is a Christian mission. "Blessed are the peacemakers, for
they shall be called the children of God", said Jesus. (Matt. 5:9)

But you can do all this-you can join the struggle against hunger,
ignorance, suffering, poverty, injustice and war-you can do all this and still

fail in our Christian mission. Two thirds of the world’s people, after two
thousand years, still do not know and believe the good news that Jesus Christ
is the only Lord and Saviour.

Put very simply, the Christian world mission is what it always
was. It is to break through any barrier that separates any part of the world
from Jesus Christ to tell the good news about Him in every possible way, to
anyone who will listen.

Don’t give up that Mission for Lent. "If God so loved us that He
gave his own Son to die for us, we also ought to love one another".
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smoffett. sermons \whosepar?

Just Whose Parish is the World?

, llv. « ^ K.V..X aJL h*- & ” /»"

As a lone Presbyterian facing so many Methodists, my first

thought was that I’d write a sort of minority report with a smart, subtle title

like "Just Whose Parish is This World Anyway, John Wesley?". But my

better self won out. I have to admit that Wesley didn’t say, "The world is MY

parish". He said "The WORLD is my parish" which is a different thing, a

very importantly different thing, grandly inclusive, not narrowly exclusive.

It makes us partners, not rivals, and I like that. Methodists can be difficult

sometimes, but they can’t be any pricklier than we "Nae bishops in the kirk"

Presbyterians. And as a boy growing up in Korea I didn’t know they were

different.

iJlvw*^
* Wv*l^ "

C>$H ^W

f\wJ(W ^
'f'u frjU jt'
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I grew up in what is now North Korea going to church and

Sunday School with Methodists every Sunday afternoon. Our parents would

be at various separate denominational Korean services on Sunday mornings,

but in the afternoon we worshipped together, missionaries and children,

Presbyterians and Methodists, all of us in a united English-speaking

congregation. The only difference between Presbyterians and Methodists, I

thought then, was that Presbyterians prayed longer and Methodists preached

longer. Later, in China in the late 1940s and early 50s, I worked with

Methodist colleagues in the same church, the Church of Christ in China, a

nationally united Chinese church which was built on Presbyterian and

Methodist and Congregational foundation, but soon included a good many

others. And best of all I married a Methodist. So John Wesley was right: the
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whole world |s our parish-his parish, and my parish and your parish. We .

wftTr foA, atJ TL <«>___ _ _

can work together.
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The whole world is our parish, but we4n America „ —— ,

churches seem to be forgetting it. We arecollapsing in on ourselves. We talk u^
a global mission better than we do it. Almost every year for the last 40 years

we have been cutting back on the number of long-term missionaries which we

send out across the world. We do better with short-term missions, and I do

not forget that that is extremely important, especially for our youth. But

over-all we in what is no longer "mainline Protestantism" are shrinking. 60%

of the new churches started in America in the last ten years have been started

by our somewhat dissatisfied "evangelical" fringes. We’d be lost without

them. We shake members like dandruff out of our churches and don’t realize

we are going bald. Meanwhile, the splintering sects—the independents, the

parachurches, the jumping, shouting Pentecostals—have, not so quietly been

taking the world mission away from us. Fifty years ago we outsent them in

sending foreign missionaries overseas 9 to 4; today they are beating us 40 to

3.
1

We are no longer the "growing, living presence of missionary witness'

in much of the third world. I stress the words "living presence". That’s a

Methodist phrase, a living, breathing presence, a"heart strangely warmed",

as in Wesley’s description of his Alderesgate experience. S. T. Kimbrough

picks it up in his gem of a book, Resistless Love,
2-love in action, but often

non-verbal, which nevertheless when possible must made understandable by

1 OMSC publication pamphlet, Robert Coote ed., 2001,

2 S. T. Kimbrough, Jr., Resistless Love: Christian Witness in

the New Millennium , (GBGM Books, 2 000) .
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evangelistic proclamation of the gospel, the Word of God. It is part of your
(U_ l/tJAW" ( J . VO-ivU-^ *. Unti( Js^

great Methodist revival heritage, and of ours, particularly in Korea. But are

our once-warmed hearts now strangely cooling off?. — Cf.

I sometimes put it this way. H ,
wt

" *

There was a time when Christians didn’t need to ask every live or

six years why they had missionaries, and what missionaries were supposed to

do. It was simple and dangerous and overwhelmingly urgent, as simple as the

command of Christ, as urgent as life and death, as compelling as Christian

love. For millions upon millions were dying without Christ, slipping into a

Christless eternity. No one had ever given them a chance. No one had ever

told them that they could live forever in Christ. Faced with this

straightforward challenge the church exploded into the modern missionary

movement—a race against time and the devil for the eternal salvation of the

human soul.

If you expect me to ridicule that kind of a missionary motive, I am

going to disappoint you. It is an evangelical theology of missions, a theology

of salvation . It was the theology of my pioneer parents in Korea, who were the

best missionaries I ever knew. If you think that kind of mission is too simple

_ . '"S.Uvc*!
to make sense m a modern world, visit Korea some time. The simple theology

A

of Korean Christians in my denomination adds twice or three times as many

Presbyterians to the Korean churches every year, than my own academically

sophisticated American Presbyterians lose from our churches every year. It’s

true also of Methodists in Korea, I think. What’s wrong with us? Some of

my Korean friends tell me that they’ve been a bit shocked as they came to

America, "The trouble with you American Presbyterians", they said, "is that

you pay more attention to the Book of Order than you do to the Bible".
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That old theology of the lostness of unbelief and of salvation only

in Jesus Christ still today sends out more missionaries around the globe, and

builds more new churches than any other theology of missions.

But you know as well as I that there came a day of the shaking of

the foundations. The old urgencies were denied, or at least ignored. No one

seemed sure of anything eternal any more. So the challenge changed. The

1928 Jerusalem Conference of the International Missionary Council said (if

you will excuse their gender-bent language), "Our fathers were impressed with

horror that men should die without Christ; we are equally impressed with

horror that they should live without Christ."

It was a shift of balance, really, more than a denial of the

evangelical tradition. It was a withdrawal to what was considered firmer

theological ground. Millions upon millions are living in misery and in filth.

No one can deny that. No one has ever given them a chance. No one has ever

helped them to the life abundant that Jesus came to give them. This was a

challenge to a future m history-a future without hunger and without hate,

without sickness and without tears, where all men are brothers, and all

women are sisters, where justice rolls down like the waters, and the nations

shall study war no more.

This is a second theology of missions , more modern, more

practical, more "works" centered than "grace" centered. It is a theology of

the kingdom . In its most popular form it is a theology of liberation. It has

its weaknesses. Sometimes it seems to want the kingdom without the King. It

takes the devil out of evil, and the parts we’re not pesonally comfortable with

out of the Bible. But I don’t want to ridicule it, either. It has never seemed
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ridiculous to me to feed the hungry and to heal the sick and to work for peace

and justice.

But again, you know as well as I how the paralysis of doubt struck

once more. The foundations shook, and the roof fell in. Wars, holocausts,

depressions, brutalitites, corruptions, AIDS, drugs, failed revolutions-all this

in a disheartening crescendo of defeat. Worst of all this was happening in our

Christian west, in what many had believed was the Kingdom, western

civilization. The Kingdom somehow refused to stay built, and the builders

began to lose hope. Our great 20th century which some called with

considerable justification "the great century of missions", saw the most

precipitous decline of the Christian faith in the so-called "Christianized" west

since the Muslim conquest of the 7th and 8th centuries.

Most of the loss was in our own mainline churches. It is the

splintering sects, the independents, the "faith missions", the jumping, noisy

pentecostals and charismatics who are where the action is in mission, and the

action has moved to the third world, as I will describe later in this lecture.

Fifty years ago the mainline churches were outsending the independents 9

foreign missionaries to 4. Today they are beating us 40 to 3.
3

But wait a minute. Here I am splitting up the church into

parishes again. Then it was: this part is John Wesley’s and that is John

Calvin’s. Now it’s: this is mainline, that is independent; or this is liberal,

that is evangelical. Missions should not split us up; the world Christian

3 "History of the O.M.S.C.", [Overseas Ministries Study

Center], (New Haven: OMSC, 2001), 11-12.
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mission should unite us. The challenge is too great for any single part of

God’s church to say, enough, we’ve done our share, give it to those wonderful

new churches over there which our missionaries come home and tell us about. ^

L A- vut wv,< $ 5 l S-{
V'~'vve

3 Let me put that challenge in terms of Asia, not the whole world.

The world is too big. Even Asia is a stretch. At a seminary out in California

once, I was asked to talk about the History of Christianity in Asia. "How long

do I have?", I asked. "About 20 minutes". I’ve never talked so fast in my

life-2000 years in 20 minutes.

Asia is the greatest missionary challenge in the world today. Some

say no. They say that the greatest challenge is right here in the United States,

and they may be right. America is the only superpower left, and what

happens to the American churches in the next generation will radically affect

what happens to the whole world. Others say that the greatest missionary

challenge today is the rise of militant Islam. And they may be right. Muslim

countries are the most difficult to penetrate with the Christian gospel, but

what may be even more dangerous, they are successfully spreading around the

world with alarming speed, notably down into Africa and across Central Asia,

but also into what up to now has been "our" territory, as it were, into Europe

and North America. There are more Muslims in the U.S.A. today than

Episcopalians.

But I still argue that Asia is the greatest challenge-the greatest

political challenge, the greatest social challenge, the greatest economic

challenge, and the greatest missionary challenge in the world today.

Asia covers one-third of the land surface of the whole earth. It

holds more than half of all the people in the world. All the other continents

shrink in comparison. Asia has about 60% of the world population. Do you
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know hnow that compares with our continent, North America? North

America has less than 6% of the world’s people. 60 to 6! We hardly show on
a population map.

Here is another comparison. India is only one of Asia’s countries,

and not even the largest which of course is China. But until recently India,

its second largest country had more people in it than the entire population of

the two whole continents of Africa and Latin America combined.

We can sleep through those statistics if we want to-too many
numbers do tend to put me to sleep-but the one statistic that should wake a

Christian up is this: Asia is biggest in a lot of things, but it is the least

Christian continent in the world. Statistics don’t measure the heart, and they

are not infallible, but statistically, the reported facts for the year 2000 are

unnerving.:

Latin America is 93% Christian.

North America 84% (I’m not sure God sees us that wav)
Europe 76% (Ditto)

Africa 46%
But Asia is only 8% Christian.4

But a word of caution here. That list includes anyone as a Christian who says

he or she is; it measures what we call "adherents, or total community" not

communicant membership". But as a missionary challenge it makes Asia by
far the greatest piece of unfinished business in the world. Jesus was born in

Asia. He died in Asia for Asia. Yet still after 2000 years only 8 out of every

hundred Asians believe in him.

4 Adapted from David Barrett,
Missionary Research

. (Jan. 2001), 25.
International Bulletin of
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The good news, though, is that now, in our generation, we have

what may be our best opportunity in Asia in centuries. In the last 50 years,

this huge, almost incomprehensible continent, Asia, has been going through

three wrenching and bewildering revolutions. Gunnar Myrdal, the Swedish

sociologist, in his 3-volume work Asian Drama , analyzes it something like this.

The 1950s were the years of the first revolution: the revolution of rising

expectations . The west was affluent, the east poor. How could Asia meet the

challenge? The answer was, "Asia must modernize". But which way-

capitalist, socialist or communist? Huge sections of Asia rejected the most

typically western of those answers, capitalism— though we need to be

reminded that all three patterns were not Asian but western . All that Asia

needed to catch up, it was told, was to do away with laissez-faire capitalism,

and exploiting colonialism, and let modern, rational planning bring freedom

and prosperity, preferably under the leadership of a Marxist elite (which very

few Asians realized was not Marxist but Leninist). At any rate it didn’t work.

So the 1960s brought in a second revolution: the revolution of

falling expectations . Planning—centralized social planning—did not produce

what was expected. Some said, in Myrdal’s words, "Asia was more planned

against, than planned for". And communism conspicuously began to fail.

That failure produced a third revolution. The disillusioning

collapse of dearly held hopes for a brave new communist world has begun to

pass, and it appears that Asia may be entering another period, not so

optimistic as the first revolution, and not so discouraging as the failure of the

second revolution. Asia may be on the verge of a revolution of hopeful

reassessment It is pausing to look back at the failures—the fall of Mao Tze-

Tung’s red-guard cultural revolution in China, and the yet more spectacular
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fail and dismemberment of Communist Russia after Stalin.

This third revolution, which is in process before our very eyes, is more
pragmatic, less ideological. Asia is still undecided. It is envious of the "first

world", the non-communist west, but its envy is mixed with large doses of
criticism, and it is not at all sure yet which road it should follow into the
future.

And that is why I believe that this will be a critical century for

Christian mission. What it means for the history of Asia in our time is that

this gives the church a second chance. Historians have been partly right in

their criticism that 19th century missions in Asia seemed to have failed

because of Christianity’s crippling link to colonialism. But now, historians are
taking another look at two forces in history to which many of them had
seemed strangely blind.

One blind spot was their treatment of religion. Either through
ignorance or secular arrogance secular historians persistently underestimated
the power of religion. I don’t see how they could miss it? It has changed the

course of history over and over again. From the conversion of Rome in the
4th century, to the Muslim Conquest in the 7th, to the reentry of the west into

Asia in the 16th, religion has been a powerful catalyzing factor in political

and social change for centuries. Today I am relieved to find that it has been
rediscovered and recognized-recognized and feared by some, recognized and
welcomed by others.

And second, to be more specific, secular historians consistently

understated the positive role of Christianity in the third worid-in Asia, Africa
and Latin America. In academic circles it was dismissed as outdated,
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superstitious and fundamentally obscurantist. In Asia, Marxist historians

caricatured religion as "the opiate of the people", and missionaries as "running

dogs of the imperialists". I know about that all too well. I was in China in

1951. After two years under the communists, I was detained, interrogated,

and given a people’s trial. The small communist major who conducted the

trial was merciless in his tirade against me. I knew I would be found guilty.

The burning question was, "What will be the sentence?" He ended, as usual,

by turning to the people and asking, "Guilty or not guilty". And, as usual

they all shouted guilty. There was a suspenseful pause, and then he said, I

sentence this enemy of the Chinese people to immediate deportation. And I

almost shouted "Halleluja". It was the best penalty I could have been given.

But the communists, they didn’t know what they were doing when

they took on their crusade for the abolition of religion. They told the people

that once they got rid of us foreign missionaries, the Chinese church would

wither away. At one time in the 20s and 30s we had 8000 Protestant

missionaries in China. They got rid of us all right. But never underestimate

the power of the Christian faith. Today it is the communists whose power is

withering, and the church in China is one of the fastest growing in the world.

When I was thrown out, there were about 3 or 4 million Christians in China.

Today they say that there are at least 30 million, and perhaps as high as 60

million. It’s an explosion.

The old Methodist church in Peking (now of course a Three-Self

Movement Church) is I think the biggest in the city. Three years ago I

worshipped there. There were more than a thousand people crowded into the

sanctuary, and half as many more listening to the loudspeaker-broadcast

outside. The preacher was about 80 years old. His sermon was pure,
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unembarrassed evangelism. He told his people, "The next three days will be

a national holiday. Let’s celebrate it. There are only about 50,000 of us

Christians in the city, and we should be out there for the next three days

telling the 10 million people of Peking about the joy of the Lord in Jesus

Christ." We were listening to the sermon through earphones, translated into

English for visiting tourists. After the service the translator came up to us

and asked if he had made many mistakes. He said he had never been to

America. "How did you become a Christian?" I asked." "Oh, he said, "I was

converted in Moscow". "Moscow?", I said. "Yes", he said. "I was doing

graduate study there as an engineering student and came across some

Christians who befriended me, and told me about Jesus".

Or take Vietnam. A few years ago we Americans were fighting

a nasty war there. It was a brutal war on both sides. They hated us. We
thought we were bringing them freedom, and we lost. I’ve been afraid that

they might still be hating us, and undoubtedly there are many there who do.

But relations are much improved, and anyway, western Americans are not the

only Protestant missionaries to Vietnam any more.

Scott Sunquist, now teaching missions at Pittsburgh Seminary,

after three or four years in Singapore teaching at Trinity Seminary gives an

example. He wrote an important article recently on "Asian Missions to Asia".

He noted that the Methodists in Singapore have had a remarkable surge of

enthusiasm for mission in the last thirty years. One of his students at the

seminary, a Methodist named Cheng Huat . signed up for a new class

Sunquist was starting at Trinity, but failed to show up for the first lecture,

which was highly unusual. When he came to the second lecture he apologized

profusely, and Scott asked "Is missing class going to be a problem for you?".
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"No", said Huat, "this will be the only time" and he explained. He said he

had been in Vietnam for the last two weeks setting up a new factory for his

business, a factory that will employ a hundred or so Vietnamese assembling

electronic instruments. And he was unexpectadly delayed. Why? "Because

I was setting up the factory Bible study program". A Bible study program in

an electronic instrument factory in communist Vietnam? Cheng Huat

explained, "I really did not have to start a factory there (apparently he

already had a good business in Singapore), but I thought it would be a good

Christian thing to do. I would have an opportunity to help the Vietnamese by

providing jobs and teaching people about Jesus." So here was a Singaporean

business man, taking seminary classes, and starting a factory in Vietnam

where six morning a week 100 or more factory workers show up at 7:00 a.m.

to begin work at 8:00 a.m. The Bible study is part of their job, so they get

paid for the extra hour-an hour in which besides studying the Bible they can

talk together about their personal concerns and needs and pray about them.

Don’t be too quick to judge the connection of mission, there, with

capitalism. In 1991 the Methodist Church of Singapore started its own

missionary society to southeast Asia. It has a focus on four countries in the

region, three of which are considered "closed to Christian missions'-Thailand

(which is open), and Vietnam, Cambodia and China, which were then and

perhaps still are technically closed but are opening fast. The only way to open

up our links with the "closed" countries is first to visit them as friends, and

where the governments allows it, to bring in the kind of things the
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governments think the country needs most, like jobs and electronic expertise.
5

That is precisely what Cheng Huat was doing, and as a missionary at heart,

added a Bible class and found that it was not forbidden.

Or take Korea. I could talk about Korea forever, but I won’t.

A few years ago a friend of ours visited us in South Korea. He came back to

America almost in shock. He wrote, "Methodism was born in England with

John Wesley, but the largest Methodist church in the world is not in England,

but in Seoul, Korea. Presbyterianism was born in Switzerland with John

Calvin, but the largest Methodist church in the world is not in Switzerland.

It’s in Seoul, Korea. And Pentecostalism [as a modern movement] was born

in Southern California [where else?], but the largest Pentecostal congregation

in the world is in Seoul, Korea." That was fifteen years ago. Today the two

largest Methodist congregations are in Seoul, and the four largest Presbyterian

churches are in Korea.

And Korea’s Protestants now have 5000 Korean missionaries in

active service around the world, not counting the hundreds of Korean pastors

in the exploding number of Korean churches here in the United States.

[Within 70 miles of Princeton, 700 Korean-Ameican churches. I was in one

the day before yesterday-a two-tiered congregation, Anglo and Korean. Some

years ago it was all white; today the English-speaking morning service has 40

members, the Korean in the afternoon 400].

Scott W. Sunquist, "Asian Mission to Asians in the 21st
Century", in Christian Mission in the Third World , ed. by Charles
E. Cole, (Abingdon Press), 2001.
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So just whose parish is the world, anyway? It’s not Presbyterian

or Methodist. Its both. And what we are just beginning to recognize, it’s not

western any more. It belongs to anyone willing to join us, and south and east

around the world they have already joined us in the greatest revolution in

mission since the conversion of the Emperor of Rome, Constantine.

About twenty years ago, some time in the year 1982, a

momentous demographical transformation appeared in the shape of world

Christianity. In that year for the first time in about 1200 years (since about
the year 850), the dominant color of the Christian church was no longer

white.6 In fact white is the fastest declining color in the Christian church
today worldwide. David Barrett, in his 100-page booklet, Cosmos. Chans

and Chronology
, surveys the highllights of church history from its beginninngs

in God’s creation. Here is a sample of its Christian history:

"100 AD. World is 0.6% Christian (70% of them non-white
(the first change-the church turns white)
1000 AD. World is 18.7% Christian (49% of them non-white)
1500 AD. World is 19% Christian (8.4% of them non-white)
1800 AD. World is 23.1% Christian (13.5% of them non-white)
1900 AD. World is 34.4% Christian (18.1% of them non-white)7

And then the transforming change—no longer white again)
2000 AD. World is 33% Christian (52.5% of them non-white)8

Look around this room. We’re abnormal. The majority of Christians globally

are now black, brown and yellow, not white.

David Barrett, World Christi an Encyclopedia (1982 ed.
) , 24ff

New Hope, 1987)
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Think for a moment what that means for the world Christian

mission in our time:

First, it means that the old power base of Christian missions, spiritually

and materially, is eroding. For 1200^ears Christianity was exactly what the

third-world sometimes still calls it, "a white man’s religion". But it is the

white man ’s religion no longer. It has really been two transformations.

"White" no longer describes it. Neither does "man". What was that bit of

doggerel I only half remember: "In the battlefield of missions; In this bivouac

of life, Stands the Christian missionary, Represented by his wife."

Second, this means that unless the west rediscovers its world mission,

the base for missions will shift from the "decliners" to the "growers"-from the

people who were once senders but have gotten tired, to the people who are fast

filling the vacuum we have left behind.

And third, it means that in any planning we in the west are doing about

the future of the church and its world mission, it is s absolutely imperative to

take the third world not only into consideration, but into active missionary

partnership. What form the partnership will take is still not clear. Perhaps

it will take on the interdenominational, international, task-force like shape of

the United Mission to Nepal, which binds missionaries from high-church

Anglicans to Swedish Pentecostals and Korean Methodists or Presbyterians

into one highly successful mission. Perhaps it will look more like a Protestant

equivalent of Roman Catholic missionary orders, working with but not

subordinate to diocesan bishops. It cannot simply be interchurch aid or

international relations. It will be a working partnersip, and we had better get

better acquainted with its members.

One of my classes failed miserably when I asked them, "What are
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the five largest Protestant denominational bodies in the third world. I won’t

put you to the test. Here they are—up to fifteen:

The Fifteen Largest Churches in the Third World
1. China House Church Movement 35m
2. Assemblies of God, Brazil (Pentecostal) 22m
3. Anglican Church, Nigeria \lm
4. 3-Self Church, China
5. Church of Christ, Congo/Zaire (Federation) 9.2m
6. Kimbanguist Church, Congo/Zaire 7.5m
7. Anglican Church, Uganda (CMS) 7.4m
8. Zion Christian Church, S. Africa (Pentec.) 7m
9. Kale Hewet (Word of Life) Church, Ethiopia 4.6m
10. Universal Reign of Life Ch., Brazil (Pent.) 4m
11. Congregation of Christ, Brazil (Pentecostal) 3m
12. Church of South India, Anglican 3m
13. Reformed Church Fed., S. Africa 2.8
14. God is Love Church, Brazil (Pentecostal) 2.7
15. Reformed Church, Indonesia 2 7

Of these fifteen largest, note that five are Pentecostal, three are independent
three are Anglican, 2 are Presbyterian/Reformed, two are united churches!
Usmg a different category 7 are "mainline", 8 are "evangelical"!
Geographically, 7 are in Africa, and four each in Asia and Latin America; but
of the first 5, 2 are in Asia, 2 in Africa, 1 in Latin America.

But since my emphasis is on Asia, compare this list of the twenty

largest church in ASIA:

The Twenty Largest Protestant Churches in ASIA
1. China House Church Movement 35u
2. 3-Self Church, China

jgj
3. Church of South India

3,,,

4. Reformed Churches of Indonesia 2.'
5. Batak Church [Lutheran], Indonesia 2.5i
6. Pentecostal Church of Christ, Indonesia 2.
7. Philippine Independent Church (Aglipay) 2.4
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8. Presbyterian Church, Korea (Indep., Hapdong) 2.1m
9. Presbyterian church, Korea (Ecumenic.,Tonghap) 2.05m
10. Jesus Assembly of God, Korea (Pentecostal) 2m
11. Independent Catholic Church, Philippines 2m
12. Burma Baptist Convention, Myanmar 1.7m
13. Manalist Church of Christ, Philippines 1.7m
14. Baptist Churches of NE India 1.6m
15. Evangelical Lutheran Churches, India 1.5m
16. New Apostolic Church, India 1.4m
17. Methodist Church, Korea 1.3m
18. United Church of North India 1.3m
19. Telugu Baptist Churches, India 1.1m
20. Methodist Church, India 1.1m

But in conclusion, let me go back to where I began. Just as the

pursuit of happiness fails when it becomes the center of life; the planting of

churches and the growth of the church around the world will fail when the

church is the center of the mission. The greatest ground of hope for the

future of the Christian World Mission is not a partnership of churches, and

the number of Christians. The hope and center of all that we may do in

mission is God, the Beginning and the End, the Three-in-One-God the

Sender, ("God so loved the world that He sent.."); and God the Sent. Jesus.

the "Saviour of the World", (as non-Jewish Samaritans declared); and God the

Holy Spirit
, who is "with us to the end of the world, the end of the ages,

forever.
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A third to a half of all the world’s people go to bed hungry every
night. Feeding the hungry is a Christian mission.

Most of the world’s people are sick and in pain. Healing is a
Christian mission. Jesus said, "Preach the kingdom of God and. ..heal the
sick. (Luke 9:2).

Half of the world’s people cannot read or write. Literacy and
Bible translation is a Christian mission. "Teach them", said Jesus. Matthew

More than half of the world’s people suffer from injustice and
oppression. The never-ending struggle for human rights is a Christian
mission. "The Lord. .executes justice for the oppress; [He] sets the prisoner
free", says the Psalmist. (Psalm 146)

The whole world today, they tell us, teeters on the brink of
instant, total and unprecedented physical destruction. The making of peace
in a warring world is a Christian mission. "Blessed are the peacemakers, for
they shall be called the children of God", said Jesus. (Matt. 5:9)

„ .

"t"
, „ , . wt-

But you can do all this—yeu can join the struggle against hunger,
ignorance, suffering, poverty, injustice and war-jiu can do all this and still
fail in our Christian mission. Two thirds of the world’s people, after two
thousand years, still do not know and believe the good news that Jesus Christ
is the only Lord and Saviour.

Put very simply, the Christian world mission is what it always
was. It is to break through any barrier that separates any part of the world
from Jesus Christ to tell the good news about Him in every possible way to
anyone who will listen.

Don’t give up that Mission for Lent. "If God so loved us that He
gave his own Son to die for us, we also ought to love one another".
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